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ProShield
ProShield Pina Colada

PRODUCT:

Stock # 2402
2406

sunray protection and long lasting wash
Description: Clear coat sealant with Ultraviolet


resistant durability. ProShield can be applied successfully through all types
of application equipment.

Color: Aqua-blue
Scent: Mild also available in Pina Colada
Foaming ability: None
Features

=

Benefits

UV Protection
Wash Resistance
Brighteners
Marketing materials
Scented option

=
=
=
=
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Protects finish from sun
Long lasting
Improves shine on cars
Increased extra service sales
Increased customer appeal

Applications / Dilution Ratios

Since high dilution ratios are difficult to determine and adjust accurately, set up ProShield
to draw about ¾ ounce per vehicle in low volume applications. In high volume systems,
start at 1 ounce per vehicle. Adjust concentration to achieve the desired beading action and
vehicle shine.
Dilution Ratio
Ounces per Car
High Pressure
1:1000 to 1:1500
¾ to 1¼ oz.
Low Pressure
1:400 to 1:500
½ to ¾ oz

Guidelines for Application
Water Quality: Mix only with fresh water, never use reclaimed water.
Solution Mix standard ProShieldwith cold water, as warm water will not improve
Temperatures: the performance of this product. However warm water will enhance the
fragrance in the scented version of this product.
Surface Vehicle should be clean and rinsed prior to applying ProShield.
Preparation:
Dwell Time: A "set rinse" can be applied within a few seconds of the ProShield
application. Line speed should be adjusted to allow water to bead before
entering the blower area.
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Economy: Adjust dilution to get desired water beading at the greatest economy. While
low pressure, low volume systems are the most efficient at applying
clear coat sealants ProShield works better under high pressure and
high volume than most other sealants.

Special Instructions
Often used following CSI LustraFoam foaming polish as part of a higher value extra service
packages. When used immediately after LustraFoam it is best to apply ProShield with
sufficient volume to ensure proper rinsing of the foam from the vehicle.
LustraFoam and ProShield together have the most comprehensive CSI marketing materials
available.
Note: This product contains solvents that can evaporate from open containers, causing the
product to thicken and become difficult to draw. Minimize evaporation by keeping container
closed when not in use and running draw tubes through bungs/caps that are drilled to
accommodate the draw tube. Purchase this product in package sizes that will be completely
used, once opened, within three months.
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